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Overview

 HRA Methods are currently available to support HRA for use of 
portable equipment
– SPAR-H; transitioning to IDHEAS-ECA
– EPRI HRA Methodology

 Lessons learned from EPRI and NRC FLEX HRA efforts
– Efforts looked at variety of scenario for use of portable equipment (“FLEX” 

and “non-FLEX” scenarios)
– Issues related scenario development and modeling FLEX HRA/PRA

 Implications for HRA Modeling & Illustrative Examples
– Decision Making
– Execution
– Timing

 Perspective on Methods

 What is needed now?

Q1 2020:
FLEX features added to 

HRA Calculator v 6.0 BETA

2020:
EPRI HRA Method Pilots

[PWROG; TEPCO]

2017/18: EPRI series of 
industry workshops to collect 

and discuss example actions to 
be credited in the PRA

Q4 2018
EPRI FLEX HRA Report 

3002013018

Q3/4 2019 
EPRI FLEX HRA 

Training

Q4 2019
NRC IDHEAS-ECA 
FLEX Workshop

Q2 2018
NRC Expert Elicitation 
Workshop for FLEX HRA

Q1/2 2021:
Final HRA Calculator v. 6.0

2020:  
Ongoing IDHEAS-ECA Pilot 
[NRC internal]

Q1 2020:  
IDHEAS-ECA Report and 
Software [DRAFT]
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Use of portable equipment represents a continuum 
across a range of contexts

FLEX strategy 
within a BDBEE 
scenario

FLEX strategy but 
within an 
internal events or 
“similar” 
scenario

Non-FLEX strategy 
post-initiating 
event

• Flexible Support 
Guidelines (FSGs)

• Designed for the 
scenario

• Clear link to EOP
• Training may be 

infrequent

• FSGs
• May be applicable to 

the scenario
• Clear link to EOP, but 

requires judgement
• Training not scenario 

specific

• Portions of FSGs may 
be applicable or 
“other” procedures 
available

• May have link to EOP
• May require 

judgement

Non-FLEX strategy 
with pre-staged 
equipment

• Portions of FSGs may 
be applicable or 
temporary or “other” 
procedures available

• Pre-job brief
• Training may be 

infrequent
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SCENARIO DEVELOPMENT - LESSONED LEARNED

 Important for HRA, PRA, and FLEX experts to work together determine new event tree 
branches, end states, and associated timing, e.g.,
– What is “success”?  Does it align with existing HRA/PRA definitions?
– Under what conditions could “success” be claimed for deploying a FLEX pump in a feed-and-bleed scenario? 
– New thermal-hydraulic analyses may be needed to support new event tree branches or end states when 

crediting FLEX equipment 

 Plant-specific details are very important
– Need to understand plant-specific details of FLEX implementation, even if industry guidance is followed 
– Non-FLEX scenarios are likely to very plant-specific, starting with what initiating event and plant function or 

system are important, e.g.,
 An NPP with “extra” FLEX diesel generator capability might focus on station blackout scenarios
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Scenario Development: Insights for Qualitative HRA

 Important to understand and represent plant-specific implementation of FLEX regardless of HRA method 
used because FLEX actions can be different than what is typically modeled in HRA/PRA 
– Have industry-wide recommendations for FLEX implementation been followed (e.g., was systematic approach to training used for FLEX 

actions)?

 Important to understand plant-specific approach to incorporating FLEX equipment into EOPs, e.g.,
– Are the cues for using FLEX equipment unique?

 Or, are they the same as others already addressed in EOPs?
 Are cues supposed to result in BOTH normal control room response AND implementation of FLEX?

– If so, what compensatory measures are used to BOTH assure normal MCR operator response AND response to use FLEX equipment?
– How does decision to use FLEX equipment compare to other decisions in EOPs?
 IF xxx, THEN yyy?

Or,
 More operator flexibility (and ambiguity)?

– How is decision to use FLEX equipment supported, e.g., 
 Are formal procedures used (with associated formatting and syntax)?
 Are instructions are in main body procedure (rather than “NOTES”)?

 For execution, what actions need only a “journeyman’s” skillset (and may not be performed by an 
operator, e.g., FLEX equipment transport)?
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Implications for HRA Modeling: Decision Making
 Methods can deal with decision making, but analyst judgement is necessary to apply methods “appropriately”

– Confluence of factors, but binary decision
– Operator interviews and training observations important to make judgement
– What do reviewers need as “justification” for HRA modeling and quantification choices? What can we do to better guide analysts in this judgement 

and make the analysis more transparent to reviewer?

 Level of Decision Making needed
– E.g., If at any time it has been determined that restoration of feed flow to any SG is untimely or may be ineffective in heat sink restoration, then 

the AF crosstie should be implemented per Step 5.

 How the decision making is supported
– Language of the procedural cue
– Location and format of the cue (e.g., cautions and notes)
– Clarity of the cue and supporting information
– Completing priorities  
 Under what conditions would flexibility be exercised?

– Training
 How “cut-and-dried” has the decision to “declare ELAP” been made in procedures and training? (Or, are operators given flexibility, introducing some 

ambiguity or competing goals?)
 Has “SAT” been used to develop training? Does the simplicity of the action compensate for less training than traditionally acceptable for HRA/PRA?  Can 

operator interviews, walkdowns, etc. verify?
 Expected behavior when information is not available (e.g., how long do you wait for information, how do you deal with ambiguous information, 

how many times do you try something before you move on)

HRA can risk-inform 
procedure modifications
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Decision-Making Example: BWR FLEX Scenario and "Declare ELAP”
 Key information/assumptions:

– 1 (of 2) emergency diesel generator (EDG) is out-of-service for maintenance
– Plant-specific procedural guidance in EOP for the loss of offsite power
– EOPs - flowchart format with different “sheets” for different numbers of EDGs running
– Simulator training provided; Systematic Approach to Training (SAT) used to develop content and frequency 

(consistent with other EOP-driven operator actions)
– Consensus on details (e.g., how many times will try to start failed EDG?)

 Base case (Case #1):
– Short battery life
– Prominent “Note” defines “ELAP:” “Extended loss of AC power exists when it is expected that no 4 kV bus will be re-

powered within one hour” – considered “explicit guidance”
– Severe BDBEE with severe and wide-spread damage
 Other power options clearly unavailable

 Variations:
– Case #2: Severe BDBEE; longer battery life =>  “IF AC power cannot be restored within 4 hours, declare ELAP within 

1 hour of losing all AC power” – considered ambiguous
– Case #3: Same as Case #2, but less severe event, less obvious when power can be restored
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Decision-Making Example: BWR FLEX Scenario and "Declare ELAP” (2)

 Qualitative Consensus:
– Qualitative consensus that Case 1 and 2 were likely comparable in reliability with other EOP actions because of 

training on priorities and importance of action
– Qualitative consensus that Case 3 would be more challenging

 Translating qualitative insights into quantification requires analyst judgment not just verbatim application
– IDHEAS-ECA: E.g., Ambiguity associated with assessing the situation?
– EPRI HRA Method: E.g., Does a viable alternative exist?

 In the less severe case you would also have less debris removal, so you would probably have more margin 
(the 1hr is based on the timeline with debris removal) -> what do you do with this information?

Variation IDHEAS-ECA HEP Range EPRI HEP Range
Case 1 (explicit) Low E-3 to Low E-2 High E-4 to Mid-E-3
Case 2 (judgement) Low E-3 to Low E-1 Negligible to Mid E-2
Case 3 (judgement, but less severe event) Low E-2 to Low E-1 Negligible to Mid E-2

Results
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Decision-Making Example:  PWR Non-FLEX Decision to Use FLEX Pump

Scenario:  Initiating event followed by loss of feedwater after 1 hour
 Key information/assumptions:

– NPP has only 2 motor-driven auxiliary feedwater pumps (AFW); 
 1 AFW pump is unavailable due to maintenance
 All 4 condensate pumps fail

– FLEX pump deployment takes 1 hour (i.e., FLEX validation time is realistic)
– If 1 AFW pump runs for 1 hour before failure, there is >1 hour until feed-and-bleed criteria are reached 

(i.e., action is feasible)
– Loss of heat sink procedure (FR-H.1) is modified to include use of FLEX pump
 Integrated into simulator training

– Procedure guidance is salient and unambiguous (e.g., no instructions in NOTES or CAUTIONS; any 
instructions in a CAUTION do not have operators skipping procedure steps)

 Results: E-3 range using IDHEAS-ECA
– Time reliability results were not captured, but Time Available was assumed for this scenario in 

absence of scenario and plant-specific thermal-hydraulic calculations.
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Decision-Making Example:  PWR Non-FLEX Decision to Use FLEX Pump (2)

 Assumption different from reality:  Procedure guidance is salient and unambiguous (e.g., 
no instructions in NOTES or CAUTIONS; any instructions in a CAUTION do not have 
operators skipping procedure steps)
– Assumption made because time constraints on workshop

 Actual instruction in CAUTION prior to step
– If at any time it has been determined that restoration of feed flow to any SG is untimely or may be 

ineffective in heat sink restoration, then the AF crosstie should be implemented per Step 5 (Page 8).
– Other cues available, but unclear based on available information if sufficient time was available to 

get to those steps

 Insight:  if using the CAUTION as the cue, decision making is needed leading to a higher 
HEP range; with the assumption the cognitive work is detection and understanding leading 
to the E-3 HEP range

 This is an example of how HRA could inform procedure improvements
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Implications for HRA Modeling: Execution
 Pre-initiators – boundaries between equipment reliability and HRA need to be better defined; link to OE

– EPRI guidance says to treat availability of equipment as a feasibility criteria; justification of equipment availability 
would require a surveillance and maintenance program, consistent with equipment required for other PRA actions

 Debris removal – out of scope of HRA; feasibility has been dealt with in validation studies to ensure there is 
adequate time margin for extreme environmental scenarios.

 Familiarity of equipment
– How are the actions supported or compare to existing actions (e.g., how is FLEX DC load shed supported as 

compared to SBO DC load shed?
– Typically not an issue because HMI optimization done for FLEX equipment and use of SAT process to determine 

training frequency and skill of craft level expected from personnel. Does the OE support this assumption?  Are we 
capturing and sharing it?
 If there is site-specific OE, the HRA should consider it carefully

 Number of critical tasks
– Consensus that actions with many steps can be highly reliability (e.g., ~E-3 range) when PSFs are optimal
 HMI for example plants for things like load shed and installation were in some cases better than that for normal 

operations 
– For all methods there is room to better define how to break down actions into/count critical tasks (decomposition -> 

1 v. 10’s v. 100 manipulations, at what point do we need to differentiate?)
 Additional guidance needed
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Execution Example: FLEX Scenario and “FLEX DC load shed”
 Key information:

– EOP “sheet” for ELAP clearly identified FLEX load 
shed as a priority

– FSG provides procedural guidance for this action
– Relatively few breaker manipulations are required
– Blue “FLEX tag” identifies breakers that require 

manipulation
– Procedure checkoff  mimics panel layout
– 10-20 critical manipulations

 Qualitative consensus:  Should be a reliable action 
(not a scenario driver).  
– Overall, action is similar to SBO load shed (except 

fewer manipulations & better human factors) – could 
be supported better than SBO load shed(!)

 Important note: “Success criteria” for this 
operator actions is unclear (e.g., “failure” would 
not occur if 1-2 loads are missed) 

 IDHEAS-ECA: E-3 range
 EPRI:

– Base HEP = mid E-2
– Applied simplification techniques 
 Refine success criteria

– Level of effort and expertise too high to be 
reasonable solution

 Assume failure and model recovery only
– Assumption here that there is direction to 

check or monitor current draw after load 
shed

– Assumes recovery is independent of failures
– Simplified HEP = mid E-3

– May need to re-think/refine execution guidance 
for EPRI HRA Method
 Point of divergence with IDHEAS-ECA
 How/if recovery is credited
 Over-aggregation
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NRC Perspective on Methods for FLEX HRA

 From “FLEX HRA Using IDHEAS-ECA” project:
– IDHEAS-ECA provided reasonable results
– FLEX understood better from HRA/PRA perspective
 Would be good to capture this understanding
 There are context-specific factors that need to be addressed differently than for traditional HRA/PRA – regardless of HRA quantification 

tool 
– Note: IDHEAS-ECA timing analysis module not fully exercised in FLEX workshop

 Plans for IDHEAS-ECA (RIL 2020):
– No formal comment period; informally asking for comments on RIL 
– Piloting activities are continuing
– Additional guidance for treating dependency, timing, and recovery underway
– Responses to feedback are underway

 Briefing for ACRS PRA Subcommittee Meeting on September 23, 2020 (public meeting), addressing: 
– IDHEAS-G
– IDHEAS-ECA
– IDHEAS database
– FLEX HRA
 Expert elicitation
 FLEX HRA using IDHEAS-ECA
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EPRI Perspective on Methods for FLEX HRA

 EPRI FLEX HRA Method
– Method available and can be applied, but room for refinement
 Clearer guidance on integration with Seismic HRA
 Simplified execution modeling?
 Additional post-core damage considerations?

– Awaiting feedback from pilots and HRA Calculator 6.0 BETA trial
– NRC acceptance – what is the process from here? 

 IDHEAS-ECA Method
– Preliminary assessment of IDHEAS-ECA against the HRA Calculator shows that there can be 

variability in results; primarily in execution modeling
 Further comparison needed to understand how the methods compare

– Concern that large number of variables and approach at timing assessment will lead to more 
analyst-to-analyst variability

– Will there be a public comment period for IDHEAS-ECA?
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What is needed now?

1. Boundaries between equipment reliability and 
HRA need to be better defined

2. Are we capturing OE on the use of this 
equipment?

3. What can we do to better guide analysts in 
applying modeling judgement and make the 
analysis more transparent to reviewer?

4. Need better guidance on execution modeling 
when there are lots of actions/component 
manipulations

5. Common RAIs asking basic information
6. Use of equipment and how it is proceduralized, 

trained and maintained continues to evolve 
 “Lessons learned” may not be sufficient to address future non-

FLEX scenario needs

Discussion

 Is EPRI approach sufficient?
 Are we capturing OE on the use of this 

equipment?  What do we do with that OE?

 Guidance/knowledgebase articles?
 Benchmarking EPRI method and IDHEAS-ECA?
 Workshop for improved tech transfer (HRA UG)

 Template helpful?
 NRC audit of EPRI method?

>

>

>
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– FLEX HRA Using IDHEAS-ECA
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 HRA for Diverse and Flexible Mitigation 
Strategies (FLEX) and Use of Portable 
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─ Provides guidance on how to model categories of actions, 
using representative examples and variations gathered from 
users

 Incorporating Flexible Mitigation Strategies 
into PRA Models: Phase 1: Gap Analysis and 
Early Lessons Learned (3002003151) 
published 11/2014

─ Provides a list of considerations and gaps for modeling 
portable equipment in PRA

─ Covers each high level ASME/ANS PRA standard requirement
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Back-up Slides
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Template Helpful?

 “Calibration” of NRC and Industry analysts needed
– Recognition there is large variation in how FLEX is credited (and the associated level of effort put in by the 

plant to ensure the actions are reliable)
– All HRA methods are subjective and better “methods” most likely will not fix that

 High level information to calibrate the reviewer
– Have industry-wide recommendations for FLEX implementation been followed (e.g., was systematic approach 

to training used for FLEX actions)?
– What actions need only a “journeyman” skill set (and associated training)?
– How are key decisions (e.g., ELAP declaration) supported?

 For non-FLEX scenario, particularly important to understand plant-specific approach to 
incorporating FLEX equipment into EOPs, e.g.,
– Are the cues for using FLEX equipment unique?
– Do cues for using FLEX equipment compete with those used for normal operator response (and, if so, what 

compensatory measures are used to assure normal MCR operator response as well as response to use FLEX 
equipment)

– How is decision to use FLEX equipment supported (e.g., formal procedures are used; instructions are in main 
body procedure, rather than “NOTES”)
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Decision-Making Example: Non-FLEX SBO and Decide to Use Pre-Staged FLEX+ DGs

 PWR Non-FLEX SBO (without ELAP) and Decide to Use Pre-Staged FLEX Plus DGs

 Key information/assumptions:
– 1 EDG out-of-service for long-term maintenance; 2nd EDG fails to start
– Long battery life
– 3 FLEX Plus DGs pre-staged to “replace” EDG
– Contingency plan formalizes guidance on putting FLEX Plus DGs into service
 Written with formatting and logic similar to EOPs (e.g., IF… THEN…)
 Clear cues for implementation
 Contingency plan briefed every shift
 Field operator designated to perform necessary actions; available 24/7
 Sufficient time for actions (without needing formal “ELAP” declaration)
 Extra, reactor operator (RO) is designated to implement

 Results: E-3 to E-2

Details in how contingency 
plan was implemented 
alongside normal operator 
response to SBO was key to 
crediting this action.  
[Simultaneous response to 
the same cue.]


